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Groupitizing modifies neural coding of numerosity
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Abstract
Numerical estimation of arrays of objects is faster and more accurate when items can
be clustered into groups, a phenomenon termed “groupitizing.” Grouping can facili-
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tate segregation into subitizable “chunks,” each easily estimated, then summed. The
current study investigates whether spatial grouping of arrays drives specific neural
responses during numerical estimation, reflecting strategies such as exact calculation
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and fact retrieval. Fourteen adults were scanned with fMRI while estimating either
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regions in the left hemisphere and bilaterally in the angular gyrus. Multivariate pat-

the numerosity or shape of arrays of items, either randomly distributed or spatially
grouped. Numerosity estimation of both classes of stimuli elicited common activation
of a right lateralized frontoparietal network. Grouped stimuli additionally recruited
tern analysis showed that classifiers trained with the pattern of neural activations
read out from parietal regions, but not from the primary visual areas, can decode different numerosities both within and across spatial arrangements. The behavioral
numerical acuity correlated with the decoding performance of the parietal but not
with occipital regions. Overall, this experiment suggests that the estimation of
grouped stimuli relies on the approximate number system for numerosity estimation,
but additionally recruits regions involved in calculation.
KEYWORDS

angular gyrus, approximate number system (ANS), calculation, groupitizing, numerosity
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I N T RO DU CT I O N

Arrighi, 2020; Ciccione & Dehaene, 2020; Maldonado Moscoso,
Castaldi, Burr, Arrighi, & Anobile, 2020). Several cues can aid group-

Humans can quantify the number of objects in a scene at a glance

ing, including color, spatial and temporal distribution, and the effect

with reasonable accuracy (Dehaene, 2011; Jevons, 1871). This ability

generalize to other sensory modalities, including auditory sequences

is seen across the animal kingdom and thought to rely on a non-verbal

(Anobile, Castaldi, Maldonado Moscoso, Arrighi, & Burr, 2021). This

approximate number system that is faster but less accurate than ver-

phenomenon has been termed groupitizing and shown to depend on

bal counting (Dehaene, 2011; Nieder, 2016). However, recent behav-

subitizing and calculation abilities (Anobile et al., 2020, 2021;

ioral studies have shown that participants are faster and more precise

Beckwith & Restle, 1966; Ciccione & Dehaene, 2020; Starkey,

when estimating the numerosity of briefly presented arrays when the

Spelke, & Gelman, 1990; Wege, Trezise, & Inglis, 2021; Wender &

items can be easily grouped into small clusters (2–4), within or around

Rothkegel, 2000). While preschoolers do not benefit from grouping

the

strategies, school-age children do, and the grouping advantage

subitizing

range

(Anobile,

Castaldi,

Moscoso,

Burr,

&
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parallels the development of their arithmetical abilities (Starkey &

et al., 2007; see also: Harvey, 2016; Nieder & Dehaene, 2009, for a

McCandliss, 2014). Recently, Maldonado Moscoso et al. (2020)

review). IPS seems to be especially recruited more for procedural

showed that like subitizing, groupitizing is an attention-based process,

strategies,

annulled in adults during an attention-grabbing double task. The study

Vandermosten, & De Smedt, 2017; Tschentscher & Hauk, 2014). On

also showed that participants with better calculation skills benefit

the other hand, neuropsychological and other imaging studies have

more from grouping, suggesting that they might spontaneously apply

highlighted the role of the left angular gyrus during exact calculation

summation and multiplication strategies to solve the task. Most likely,

and arithmetic fact retrieval (Cipolotti, Butterworth, & Denes, 1991;

when presented with groupable stimuli, participants automatically

Dehaene et al., 1999; Gerstmann, 1940; Grabner et al., 2007;

parse the array into subitizable groups and then sum the subitized

Grabner, Ansari, Koschutnig, Reishofer, & Ebner, 2013; Grabner,

estimates.

Ansari, et al., 2009; Grabner, Ischebeck, et al., 2009; Jackson &

as

opposed

to

fact

retrieval

(Polspoel,

Peters,

Overall, these behavioral results suggest that numerosity estima-

Warrington, 1986; Menon et al., 2000; Stanescu-Cosson et al., 2000;

tion may rely on different strategies, depending on the spatial

Van Harskamp & Cipolotti, 2001; see also: Dehaene et al., 2003;

arrangement of the visual arrays. While ungrouped arrays may favor

Seghier, 2013, for a review).

approximate or gross numerosity estimation, grouped arrays may

To investigate the neural mechanisms underlying the groupitizing

automatically elicit the use of exact calculation and fact-retrieval strat-

phenomenon, we scanned with fMRI participants while they esti-

egies (such as recall of rote-learned multiplication tables or simple

mated the numerosity of briefly presented grouped or ungrouped

additions). Do the neural responses underlying the numerical estima-

arrays. If participants use calculation strategies when estimating

tion process also depend on the spatial arrangement of the array,

numerosity of grouped stimuli, we expect to find the areas involved in

especially in cortical regions known to be involved in arithmetical cal-

arithmetical computation and fact retrieval to be most strongly acti-

culation? Imaging studies have identified an extended network that is

vated compared to when the same task is performed on ungrouped

activated during arithmetical calculation, comprising the left or bilat-

stimuli. The results show that numerosity estimation of grouped stim-

eral superior and inferior parietal lobules, which delimit the

uli recruited regions that partially overlap with those involved in

intraparietal sulcus (IPS), the angular gyri, the inferior and middle tem-

numerosity estimation of ungrouped stimuli, but with the additional

poral lobes, the prefrontal cortex, the cingulate gyrus and the insula

contribution of the left hemisphere and the angular gyrus bilaterally.

(Amalric & Dehaene, 2016; Arsalidou & Taylor, 2011; Bugden,

Moreover, the numerosity of grouped stimuli was best decoded from

Woldorff, & Brannon, 2019; Chochon, Cohen, Moortele, &

parietal areas, and classification accuracy in these areas, but not in pri-

Dehaene, 1999; De Smedt, Holloway, & Ansari, 2011; Dehaene,

mary visual cortex, correlated with behavioral numerical acuity of

Spelke, Pinel, Stanescu, & Tsivkin, 1999; Grabner et al., 2007;

grouped stimuli (Weber fraction).

Grabner, Ansari, et al., 2009; Holloway, Price, & Ansari, 2010;
Ischebeck, Zamarian, Schocke, & Delazer, 2009; Kong et al., 2005;
Lee, 2000; Menon, Rivera, White, Glover, & Reiss, 2000; Piazza,
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Mechelli, Price, & Butterworth, 2006; see also: Dehaene, Piazza,
Pinel, & Cohen, 2003; Nieder & Dehaene, 2009, for a review). Within

2.1

|

Subjects and MRI acquisition procedure

this network, some studies have reported that the frontoparietal areas
showed more right-lateralized activation when participants engaged

Fifteen adult volunteers (10 males and 5 females, 28.2 ± 6.2 years

in approximate numerical estimates and approximate calculation, and

old) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated in the

more left-lateralized when participants performed exact calculations

study, both behavioral and fMRI scanning. The study was approved by

(Chochon et al., 1999; Dormal, Andres, Dormal, & Pesenti, 2010;

the ethics committee of the University of Regensburg, and all partici-

Dormal, Dormal, Joassin, & Pesenti, 2012; Kucian, Von Aster,

pants gave written informed consent before commencing. Due to

Loenneker, Dietrich, & Martin, 2008; Piazza et al., 2006; Pinel &

technical problems during the data acquisition, one participant could

Dehaene, 2010). At the level of the parietal lobe two key regions are

not complete the study and his data were therefore discarded from

known to be involved in arithmetical calculation: the region within

the analysis.

and around the intraparietal sulcus and the angular gyrus. Calculation-

Functional images were acquired on a Prisma 3T scanner (Siemens,

related activation of IPS has been reported both in adults and in chil-

Erlangen, Germany) using 64 channel head coil (Erlangen, Germany) as

dren, and fine scale mapping localized this activation more precisely in

T2*-weighted fast-saturation echo-planar image (EPI) volumes with

the inferior-lateral part of IPS (here named IPS excluding IPS0-5;

2 mm isotropic voxels (slices number: 72; multiband factor: 3; repetition

Amalric & Dehaene, 2016; Arsalidou, Pawliw-Levac, Sadeghi, &

time [TR] = 2000 ms, echo time [TE] = 30, flip angle [FA] = 52).

Pascual-Leone, 2018; Arsalidou & Taylor, 2011; Bugden et al., 2019;

T1-weighted anatomical images were acquired at 0.8 mm isotropic res-

Castaldi, Vignaud, & Eger, 2020; Chochon et al., 1999; De Smedt

olution (repetition time [TR] = 2,400, echo time [TE] = 2.18, flip angle

et al., 2011; Kaufmann, Wood, Rubinsten, & Henik, 2011; Kawashima

[FA] = 8; 208 transversal slices were acquired). During the scanning

et al., 2004; Kong et al., 2005; Kucian et al., 2008; Menon et al., 2000;

head movements were minimized by padding and tape.

Peters, Polspoel, Op de Beeck, & De Smedt, 2016; Pinel &

Visual stimuli were viewed through a mirror mounted on the head

Dehaene, 2010; Venkatraman, Ansari, & Chee, 2005; Zhou

coil, which provided the participant with a full view of back-projected
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stimuli (1,024  768 pixels subtending 40  30 ) projected from a

strategies (addition and/or multiplication of the subgroups) when the

remote LCD projector (PROPixx, VPixx Technologies, Quebec, CA)

stimuli were grouped, while they mostly used estimation strategies

onto a translucent screen located at the end of the scanner bore.

when the stimuli were ungrouped. After the debriefing, participants

Viewing distance was constant at 95 cm. Participants were instructed

were asked to use the same strategies they used during the psycho-

to provide occasional responses by pressing one of three buttons on

physical tasks during the scanning. At no stage during instruction was

an MRI-compatible response box (Celeritas Fiber Optic Response Sys-

there any mention of “calculation strategies.”
During the fMRI scanning participants were centrally presented

tem PS T-101458, Psychological Software, Pittsburgh, PA).

with arrays of 8, 12, or 16 items (similar to those used in the behavioral experiment: Figure 1a). Grouped stimuli were created with two

2.2

|

Stimuli and experimental design

different configurations, so that there was no systematic association
between the numerosity shown within each group and the overall

Prior to scanning participants were tested with a behavioral

numerosity. Each 10-min run was divided into two parts, in which par-

numerosity

Moscoso

ticipants performed a numerosity and a shape control estimation task

et al. (2020)) to measure the strength of the groupitizing effect in

on exactly the same stimuli, following the instructions (Figure 1b). The

these participants. Participants estimated the numerosity of centrally

order of the two tasks was counterbalanced between participants.

presented arrays of items (numerosity range 5–17), either grouped or

Instructions were displayed for 2 s before the first and the second half

ungrouped. In the grouped conditions, each numerosity was organized

of the run, and specified whether participants had to attend to the

into 2 to 4 clusters, each comprising a variable number items

number of items (number task) or to the shape oddball presented on

(between 2 and 6), resulting in the following configurations: 2, 2, 1;

every trial (shape control task). Four seconds after the instructions

3, 3; 3, 3, 1; 2, 2, 2, 2; 4, 4; 3, 3, 3; 3, 3, 3, 1; 3, 3, 3, 2; 3, 3, 3, 3; 4, 4,

were turned off, the first array was briefly presented for 200 ms and

4; 5, 5, 3; 4, 4, 3, 3; 4, 4, 4, 3; 4, 4, 4, 4; 5, 5, 6; 5, 4, 4, 4. All clusters

participants attended to the cued dimension, and held this information

except three (13 = 5, 5, 3; 16 = 5, 5, 6; 17 = 5, 4, 4, 4) contained 1 to

in memory until the following trial was presented. After a variable ISI

estimation

task

(following
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4 elements. Arrays were white items (0.4  0.4 ) with black borders

of 3.8–5.8 s, either a new array or a signal to respond – “Number?” or

displayed, with overall luminance matched to the gray background. All

“Shape?”—was presented. If a new array was presented, participants

but one item were squares, with the odd shape randomly selected to

had to update their memory with the new stimulus and no response

be a diamond, a triangle or a circle (with total area matched to that of

was required. If the question appeared, participants had to either esti-

the squares). Item location within each array was either randomly

mate the numerosity or the shape of the odd item. Responses were

selected from 106 possible coordinates within the 6  6 stimulus

provided by pressing one of three buttons of the response box.

area (ungrouped spatial arrangement) or selected within a maximum

For each task, both grouped and ungrouped arrays were shown in

of 4 groups (each group spanning 1  1.5 and being located at 3

different blocks, but the change in spatial arrangement was not explic-

from the central fixation point), so that the items were grouped

itly signaled (Figure 1b). For each task, 48 trials were presented: 6 trials

(grouped spatial arrangement). In the latter case, locations of individ-

for each of the 6 conditions (3 numerosities  2 spatial arrangements)

ual items were selected out of the 12 possible coordinates included in

and 12 signals to respond. Within each scanning session participants

the selected quadrant and each group of items was randomly assigned

performed eight runs, each including 8 blocks where the two tasks

to one quadrant.

alternated. The type of task at run onset was balanced across runs

Participants sat at 57 cm from a 1900 screen monitor (60 Hz), in a

and participants. Stimuli were generated and presented using

quiet and dimly light room, and estimated the numerosity of grouped

PsychToolbox routines (Brainard, 1997), operating under Matlab (ver.

(3 blocks) or ungrouped (3 blocks) arrays. The presentation of the con-

R2016b. 9.1.0.441655, The Mathworks, Inc., http://mathworks.com).

ditions was counterbalanced across participants, and they were not
informed about the different spatial arrangement of the stimuli. Each
trial started with a black central fixation point that turned white after

2.3

|

Data analysis

1 s and remained on the screen for the entire experiment. The first
array was centrally presented after 1 s, followed by a blank screen.

For the psychophysical experiment prior to scanning, we calculated

Participants called out the numerosity of the array as quickly and

the average perceived numerosity and the response SD, separately for

accurately as possible, neglecting the shape of the individual items.

each participant, numerosity and condition. We then calculated

The experimenter entered the response on the numerical keypad and

Weber fraction (Wf) by dividing the SDs by the corresponding per-

initiated the following trial. The numerosities and configuration pat-

ceived numerosity. A repeated measures ANOVA was performed on

terns were randomly selected on every trial. Each participant per-

Wfs and perceived numerosity with numerosity and spatial arrange-

formed 150 trials for each condition (ungrouped and grouped), with

ment as factors. Effect size (η2) was also reported when appropriate.

each numerosity presented on average 12 times, for a total of 300 tri-

η2 indicates a small (0.01), a medium (0.06), and a large (0.14) effect.

als for the entire numerosity estimation task. After the behavioral

The behavioral performance on both numerosity estimation and

experiment, the experimenter debriefed the participants. All partici-

shape control task measured during the scanning was analyzed by a

pants reported that they had spontaneously used arithmetical

repeated measures ANOVA, performed on inverse efficiency score

4
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F I G U R E 1 Stimulus configuration
and overview of the experimental
design. (a) Examples of stimulus
configurations. (b) One run comprised
eight blocks with either grouped or
ungrouped stimuli. Participants
estimated either numerosity (N) or
shape (S), as specified by the
instructions (Ins.) presented at the
beginning of the first and second half of
the run

(IES). The IES was calculated for each subject and each numerosity

against that elicited during the respective control conditions

dividing the RT by the proportion of correct response (accuracy). The

(i.e., “Ungrouped number task > Ungrouped shape control task”; and

IES between grouped and ungrouped were then averaged in order to

“Grouped number task > Grouped shape control task”). We then per-

obtain a single value for each numerosity and task. Effect size (η2) was

formed a random effects group analysis. The resulting statistical maps

also reported when appropriate.

were thresholded at p < .001, using correction for multiple compari-

EPI images were preprocessed and analyzed with FSFAST tools

son at cluster level (Hagler, Saygin, & Sereno, 2006) with a cluster for-

of Freesurfer 6.0 (https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/). Preprocessing

ming threshold p < .001. Next, to reveal regions that responded more

included motion correction and smoothing with a 3D Gaussian kernel

to the number task than to their respective control conditions, both

(FWHM = 5 mm). We performed surface-based reconstruction and

when the arrays were ungrouped and grouped, we performed a con-

individual participants' data were sampled to the left and right hemi-

junction of random effect analysis across the two contrasts:

sphere of fsaverage (the surface area of the Freesurfer average

“(Grouped number task > Grouped shape control task) \ (Ungrouped

subject).

number task > Ungrouped shape control task)”. This analysis showed

The preprocessed EPI images were entered into two general lin-

the brain regions that were activated for both contrasts (not just

ear models estimated on subject's volume and on fsaverage surface

either). Finally, for each participant we determined whether there

space. Predictors were convolved with the SPM canonical hemody-

were brain regions that showed greater activation specifically (and not

namic response function. In the first General Linear Model (GLM), for

shared) for the number task when the arrays were grouped or

each participant we separately modeled the following six regressors:

ungrouped after subtracting out activity associated with their control

4 conditions (2 spatial arrangements  2 tasks), the instruction and

tasks: “(Grouped number task > Grouped shape control task) >

the response trials. To identify which brain regions were involved in

(Ungrouped number task > Ungrouped shape control task)”; and

numerosity estimation of ungrouped and grouped arrays, for each par-

“(Ungrouped number task > Ungrouped shape control task) >

ticipant we contrasted the activity elicited during the number task

(Grouped number task > Grouped shape control task)”. We then per-

(separately when performed on ungrouped and grouped arrays)

formed a random effects group analysis, as described above.

5
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In the second GLM we additionally modeled the effect for each

patterns separated by spatial arrangement “(Train ungrouped )Test

numerosity separately, resulting in 14 regressors: 12 conditions

ungrouped; and Train grouped ) Test grouped)”. We then tested gen-

(i.e., 3 numerosities  2 spatial arrangements  2 tasks), the instruc-

eralization of the classifier across spatial arrangements. Significance

tion and the response trials. The beta estimates for the 12 conditions

against the theoretical chance level (50%) was tested with one-sample

were entered into pattern classification analysis. For each participant

t-tests, and significance reported after correction for multiple compari-

we anatomically defined regions of interest (ROIs) from V1 to IPS5

sons. We also report log10 Bayes Factors (logBF), which should be

derived from a surface based probabilistic atlas (Wang, Mruczek,

interpreted as lending positive (0–0.5), substantial (0.5–1), strong (1–

Arcaro, & Kastner, 2015) and other ROIs derived from the Freesurfer

1.5), very strong (1.5–2) support to the alternative hypothesis, with

atlas (Destrieux, Fischl, Dale, & Halgren, 2010). ROIs were created

negative values within these ranges supporting the null hypothesis.

on Freesurfer gray matter surface and were back projected onto

Repeated measures ANOVA and Bonferroni corrected t test were per-

each participant's volume space. The left and right hemisphere for

formed on classification accuracy with ROIs and spatial arrangements

each ROI were merged. ROIs from V1 to IPS5 were further merged

as factors. Greenhouse–Geisser was applied when sphericity was vio-

into three ROIs corresponding to early (V1 to V3), intermediate

lated. Effect size (η2) was also reported when appropriate.

(V3A, V3B and V7 also known as IPS0) and higher-level (IPS1 to
IPS5) ROIs. We also defined a region called IPS excluding IPS0-5 by
excluding the ROIs from IPS0 to IPS5 from the intraparietal and

3
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transverse parietal sulcus ROI as defined by the Freesurfer atlas. This
region was found to be specifically involved during calculation and

3.1

|

Psychophysics

numerosity comparison as opposed to numerosity perception
(Castaldi et al., 2020). The angular gyrus ROI was defined based on

Prior to scanning, participants were tested with a behavioral experi-

the Freesurfer atlas.

ment to measure Weber fractions (Wfs) for numerosity estimation of

Within each of these bilateral ROIs we selected on a subject-by-

stimuli with different spatial arrangements to quantify the groupitizing

subject basis an equal number of 1,000 voxels that responded most

effect in the participant sample. The results replicated previous find-

strongly to the orthogonal contrast (“all numerosities > baseline”) for

ings, by showing that Wfs were lower when stimuli were grouped

pattern classification analysis. Pattern classification analysis was per-

(mean = 0.11, SD = 0.03) compared with when they were displayed

formed in sckit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) using beta estimates after

randomly (mean = 0.13, SD = 0.03), for all numerosities tested

subtracting the voxel-wise mean across conditions. Linear support vec-

(Figure 2a). Repeated measures ANOVA, with spatial arrangement

tor machines (SVM) with regularization parameter C = 1 was applied.

(ungrouped or grouped) and numerosity (from 5 to 17) as factors, rev-

Classification analysis was performed following a leave-one-run-out

ealed a significant main effect of spatial arrangements (F(1,13)

cross-validation scheme. Classification accuracy obtained from each

= 10.74, p = .006, η2 = 0.07) suggesting that numerical estimates

cross-validation cycle were then averaged together. We performed

were significantly more precise when items were grouped compared

pairwise classification on trials recorded during the number task, for

to when they were ungrouped. The groupitizing advantage was about

both spatial arrangements and for all pairs of numerosities, keeping

15% on average, in line with previous studies (Anobile et al., 2020;

F I G U R E 2 Psychophysics experiment. Sensory precision and perceived numerosity for grouped and ungrouped stimuli. (a) Average Weber
fraction as a function of numerosity for ungrouped (black circles) and grouped (gray circles) stimuli. (b) Average Weber fraction for the two
conditions showing the main effect of spatial arrangements. (c) Perceived numerosity averaged across participants as a function of numerosity for
ungrouped (black circles) and grouped (gray circles) stimuli. Error bars represent ±1 s.e.m. ** p ≤ .01

6
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Maldonado Moscoso et al., 2020), average results are shown by the

intraparietal and transverse parietal sulcus, right superior parietal

bars of Figure 2b.

gyrus and the bilateral postcentral sulcus. In the frontal cortex activa-

We also evaluated the effect of grouped stimuli on the accuracy
of perceived numerosity estimation. Repeated measures ANOVA,

tions were found in the right inferior precentral sulcus and superior
frontal gyrus.

with spatial arrangement (ungrouped and grouped) and numerosity

The contrast “Grouped numerosity > Grouped shape control”

(from 5 to 17) as within subject factors, shows that perceived

(red activation in Figure 3b) revealed activation in similar regions, and

numerosity did not significantly differ between grouped and

additionally recruiting much more of the left hemisphere. Additional

ungrouped stimuli (F(1,13) = 0.82, p = 0.38, η2 = 0.001; Figure 2c), in

activations were also observed in right insula and in right inferior tem-

line with previous studies.

poral gyrus.
The reverse contrasts, “Ungrouped shape control > Ungrouped
numerosity” and “Grouped shape control > Grouped numerosity”

3.2

|

fMRI univariate analysis

(blue activations in Figure 3a,b) revealed activations in several bilateral
parieto-occipital and superior temporal areas. Widespread activation

Having verified the effect of the groupitizing behaviorally, we used a

was also observed bilaterally in the frontal cortex (mainly in the supe-

sub-sample of the same stimuli to scan participants with fMRI. In the

rior and middle frontal gyrus and cingulate gyrus).

scanner participants viewed arrays of 8, 12 or 16 items, grouped or

We then performed a conjunction analysis to reveal regions that

ungrouped, and judged either their numerosity or the shape of the

were more active for both the ungrouped and grouped numerosity

odd item, as specified by the instructions. Behavioral performance

tasks than for their respective controls. The conjunction analysis

during the scanning did not differ between tasks, suggesting that diffi-

“(Grouped number task > Grouped shape control task) \ (Ungrouped

culty was balanced (see Table S1).

number task > Ungrouped shape control task)” highlighted the regions

We first performed a surface-based group analysis to identify

activated by the number task on both grouped and ungrouped stimuli,

brain regions that showed greater activity during the numerosity task

relative to their respective controls. The results shown in Figure 3c

compared with the shape control task (separately for ungrouped and

revealed that common neural activation was found for grouped and

grouped stimuli). The contrast “Ungrouped numerosity > Ungrouped

ungrouped number tasks in the right superior occipital and transverse

shape control” (red activation in Figure 3a) revealed greater activation

occipital sulcus, right intraparietal and transverse parietal sulcus, right

for processing numerosity compared with the shape control task of

superior parietal gyrus and in the postcentral sulcus bilaterally. Activa-

ungrouped stimuli in parietal and frontal cortex. Significant activations

tion was observed also in the frontal cortex, specifically in the right

included the right superior and transverse occipital sulcus, right

precentral sulcus and right superior frontal gyrus. The results suggest

F I G U R E 3 Neural activation for ungrouped and grouped stimuli relative to their respective shape control tasks and conjunction analysis.
Activation maps obtained from the surface-based group analysis (n = 14) showing the activation elicited by numerosity relative to the shape
control task when items in visual arrays were randomly scattered in space (a) or grouped (b). Red and blue clusters respectively indicate greater
activity for the numerosity relative to the control task and for the shape control relative to the numerosity task. (c) Brain regions activated in both
contrasts shown in (a) and (b). Red clusters represent the conjunction of the numerosity estimation task performed on both ungrouped and
grouped stimulus arrays greater than their respective control conditions. Maps are thresholded at p < .001, uncorrected for multiple comparison
and displayed on Freesurfer's fsaverage surface. Color outlines mark anatomical sulci and gyri according to the Destrieux Atlas (Fischl
et al., 2004). White outlines identify the region IPS0-5 based on visual topography (Wang et al., 2015). Table S2 of supplementary materials lists
the cluster summary tables for both contrasts and the conjunction analysis
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that these regions play an important role in the estimation of non-

Within each region we selected the 1,000 most activated voxels in

symbolic quantities irrespective of spatial configuration.

the contrast “all numerosities > baseline” and used these voxels to

Finally, we looked for regions specifically activated for the num-

train and test classifiers discriminating between spatial arrangement

ber task for grouped compared to ungrouped arrays, after subtracting

(ungrouped vs grouped) irrespective of numerosity, and between

out activity associated with their control tasks: “(Grouped numerosity

numerosities within and across spatial arrangements during the

> Grouped shape control) > (Ungrouped numerosity > Ungrouped

numerosity estimation task.

shape control)”. This contrast elicited activations in bilateral angular

The classifier performance in discriminating between spatial

gyrus and in left frontal regions covering the lateral orbital sulcus, and

arrangements irrespective of numerosity was highest in the primary

middle frontal gyrus (red activations in Figure 4). On the other hand,

visual areas and progressively decreased along the dorsal stream

no brain regions showed greater activation specifically for the number

(Figure S1, Table S3), probably due to the different retinotopical orga-

task when the arrays were ungrouped compared to grouped:

nization of the stimuli.

“(Ungrouped numerosity > Ungrouped shape control) > (Grouped
numerosity > Grouped shape control)”.

Figure 5b,c shows the performance of the classifier when discriminating between numerosities of ungrouped and grouped arrays.
When the different set sizes of 8, 12 or 16 items were presented in
ungrouped arrays, the different numerosities could be decoded signifi-

3.3

|

fMRI multivariate analysis

cantly above chance in all ROIs (Table 1). On the other hand, when
numerosities were shown with grouped arrays the decoding accuracy

The results so far suggest that estimating the numerosity of

was above chance in the parietal but not in the early and intermediate

ungrouped and grouped arrays elicits activation in partially over-

ROIs (Table 1). Bayes factors provided substantial evidence in favor of

lapping cortical areas. However, the fact that ungrouped and grouped

no significant difference from chance in the primary visual ROI, and

arrays activate similar or overlapping regions does not necessarily

positive and strong evidence in favor of significant differences in

imply that the same shared neural mechanisms are recruited in both

intermediate and parietal ROIs respectively. When doing the shape

cases: it could reflect functionally different neural patterns within the

estimation task, classification accuracies for numerosity in all areas

same brain regions. We therefore analyzed further the pattern of

were at chance, confirming that the control task directed attention

activity elicited by different spatial arrangements along the dorsal

away from the numerical content of the array

pathway using classification techniques.

Classification accuracies were analyzed with repeated measures

We defined five different regions in each participant (V1–V3,

ANOVA with ROIs (5 levels) and spatial arrangements (2 levels) as fac-

V3AB-V7, IPS1-5, IPS excluding IPS0-5 and angular gyrus; Figure 5a).

tors. The results showed a significant interaction between ROIs and

F I G U R E 4 Neural activation for grouped compared to ungrouped stimuli after subtracting out activity associated with the respective shape
control tasks. Statistical results obtained from the surface-based group analysis showing distinct neural activity for the numerosity task when it
was performed on grouped compared to ungrouped arrays. The maps show the regions with greater activations for numerosity estimation of
grouped compared to ungrouped arrays, after subtracting out activity associated with their respective shape control tasks. The reverse contrast
(greater activations for numerosity estimation of ungrouped compared to grouped arrays, after subtracting out activity associated with the
respective shape control tasks) did not yield significant activation. The cluster summary table is in Table S2. White outlines identify the region
IPS0-5 based on visual topography (Wang et al., 2015); AG, angular gyrus; IPS, intraparietal sulcus; LOrS, lateral orbitofrontal sulcus; MFG, middle
frontal gyrus
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F I G U R E 5 ROIs illustration and results of multivariate pattern analysis. ROI localization of the occipital and parietal regions pooled over both
hemisphere and results of multivariate classification for discrimination between numerosities when participants were performing the numerosity
task on items with different spatial arrangements. (a) Color-coded ROIs on the inflated brain template. (b,c) Average decoding accuracy for
different numerosities when training and testing the classifier with the pattern of activity elicited by the ungrouped (b) and grouped (c) arrays.
(d) Average decoding accuracy for three different pairwise set-size comparisons when the classifier was trained on the pattern of activity elicited
by one given spatial arrangement and tested on the pattern of activity elicited by the other. Bars show mean classification accuracy across
subjects ± s.e.m of mean (star marks indicate significance against chance (0.5), after correction for multiple comparisons: 0.05/5 = 0.01. * p < .01;
** p < .001)

TABLE 1

Classification performance within and across spatial arrangements

ROIs

Train ungrouped—Test ungrouped

Train grouped—Test grouped

Generalization

t-value

LogBF

t-value

t-value

p

p

LogBF

p

Log BF

V1–V3

3.65

.001**

1.5

0.77

.77

0.77

2.63

.01

0.79

V3AB-V7

3.28

.003*

1.24

1.8

.05

0.26

1.51

.078

0.09

IPS1-5

3.92

<.001**

1.68

3.55

.002*

1.42

3.39

.002*

1.31

IPS excl IPS0-5

3.53

.002*

1.41

4.1

<.001**

1.81

4.17

<.001**

1.86

Angular gyrus

3.22

.003*

1.19

2.96

.006*

1.07

3.45

.002*

1.35

Note: Student's t-values, p-values and LogBF for classification accuracy against chance (0.5) in each ROI. Stars indicate significance against chance (0.5),
after correction for multiple comparisons: 0.05/5 = 0.01.
*p ≤ .01.
**p < .001.

(F(4,52) = 3.70,

p = .01,

p = .02

after

was no significant main effect of ROIs and spatial arrangements (F

Greenhouse–Geisser sphericity correction, η2 = 0.06). Post-hoc com-

(4,52) = 2.36, p = .06, p = .07 after Greenhouse–Geisser sphericity

parisons revealed that the difference in classification accuracy

correction, η2 = 0.06; F(1,4) = 2.06, p = .17, η2 = 0.04, respectively

between V1–V3 ungrouped and V1–V3 grouped was at significance

for ROIs and spatial arrangements).

spatial

arrangements

(t = 3.53, p = .05), and clearly significant for V1–V3 grouped and IPS

We then tested for generalization of classification performance

1–5 grouped and for V1–V3 grouped and IPS excluding IPS 0–5

across spatial arrangements (Figure 5d). Significant generalization was

grouped (respectively t = 4.10, p = .004; t = 4.14, p = .003). There

observed in the parietal but not in the intermediate ROIs nor in the
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primary visual ROIs after correction for multiple comparisons

ROIs, correlated with the behavioral Wfs measured in a separate

(Table 1).

experiment with the estimation task.
The results from the univariate analysis of the fMRI data showed
that numerosity estimation of ungrouped and grouped stimuli acti-

3.4

|

Correlational analysis

vated both common (mostly right-lateralized) and specific cortical
areas within the frontoparietal network when compared with the

We then correlated the Weber fraction measured psychophysically

respective control conditions, which could not be explained by differ-

outside the scanner for grouped arrays against the classification accu-

ences in task difficulty. The activation of the right lateralized network

racy for grouped arrays, measured from the different ROIs (from the

has been reported previously in neuroimaging studies investigating

primary visual areas to the angular gyrus). To this aim, we averaged

the neural correlates of approximate numerosity perception (Chassy &

for each participants the Wfs measured during the psychophysical

Grodd, 2012; Dormal et al., 2010, 2012; Piazza et al., 2006; Piazza,

experiment when the stimuli were grouped across numerosity levels

Mechelli, Butterworth, & Price, 2002).

in order to obtain a summary precision index. There were no signifi-

In the current experiment, we found that compared with the con-

cant correlations in primary and intermedial visual areas nor in IPS1-5

trol task, numerosity estimation of grouped stimuli activated similar

(V1–V3: r = .44, p = .11, LogBF = 0.02, Figure 6a; V3AB-V7:

regions

r = .26, p = .37, LogBF = 0.32; IPS1-5: r = .34, p = .24,

corresponding areas in the left hemisphere, suggesting that partici-

LogBF = 0.21, Figure S2A,B). Correlations were significant in IPS

pants might employ different strategies to enumerate grouped stimuli,

excluding IPS0-5 and angular gyrus; however, only the latter remained

such as simple calculations. Much evidence in the literature from

in

the

right

hemisphere

but

additionally

recruited

significant after Bonferroni correction (0.05/5 = 0.01; IPS excluding

brain-damaged patients and fMRI studies on neurologically intact par-

IPS0-5: r = .55, p = .043, LogBF = 0.32, Figure S2C; angular gyrus:

ticipants, suggests that the left hemisphere is involved in mental arith-

r = .67, p = .009, LogBF = 0.86, Figure 6b).

metic (Chochon et al., 1999; Cipolotti et al., 1991; Dehaene
et al., 1999; Delazer et al., 2003; Gerstmann, 1940; Grabner
et

4

|

DISCUSSION

al.,

2007;

Grabner,

Ansari,

et

al.,

2009;

Jackson

&

Warrington, 1986; Pesenti, Thioux, Seron, & De Volder, 2000; Piazza
et al., 2006; Pinel & Dehaene, 2010; Stanescu-Cosson et al., 2000;

This study explored the neural resources underlying numerosity esti-

see also: Dehaene et al., 2003, for a review). Interestingly, the activa-

mation when stimuli were grouped into small clusters to facilitate

tion observed here in left parietal areas mainly includes the lateral and

“groupitizing,” a strategy known to improve rapid estimation of

inferior part of IPS (IPS excluding IPS0-5), a region previously found to

numerosity. The results showed that the numerosity estimation of

be more strongly activated by calculation relative to reading (Castaldi

ungrouped and grouped stimuli both activated a similar right

et al., 2020).

lateralized frontoparietal network. However, estimation of grouped

Areas in the frontal, temporal and insular cortices were also more

stimuli additionally activated regions in the left hemisphere, and spe-

activated by numerosity estimation of grouped stimuli than by the

cifically recruited the angular gyrus. Multivariate pattern analysis

control task. The frontal gyrus has been repeatedly found to be acti-

showed that classifiers trained with the pattern of neural activations

vated during symbolic mental calculation tasks and to reflect the cal-

read out from parietal regions, but not from the primary visual areas,

culation procedure, working memory and executive attention

can decode different numerosities both within and across spatial

(Chochon et al., 1999; Dehaene et al., 1999; Gruber, Indefrey, Stein-

arrangements. fMRI decoding performance of the angular gyrus (and

metz, & Kleinschmidt, 2001; Kong et al., 2005; Kuo, Yeh, Chen,

to some extent of the IPS excluding IPS0-5), but not of the other

Liang, & Chen, 2008; Lee, 2000; Menon et al., 2000; Zhou

F I G U R E 6 Relationship between behavioral
Wfs and classification accuracy in the numerosity
grouped condition. (a) Weber fractions measured
in a separate experiment plotted against
classification accuracy in the primary visual areas
(V1–V3) and (b) in the angular gyrus ROI
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et al., 2007). The frontal gyrus, together with the intraparietal and

Stanescu-Cosson et al., 2000). Interestingly, activation of the left infe-

inferior temporal regions, has also been reported to be more strongly

rior and middle frontal regions was found in studies that investigated

activated during high-level mathematical judgments compared with

the neural substrates of symbolic and non-symbolic exact calculations,

non-mathematical

&

compared with approximate calculations. It has been suggested that

Dehaene, 2016). Moreover, the activation of the inferior temporal

this left lateralized parieto-frontal network may play an important role

gyrus for grouped stimuli is in line with recent studies highlighting the

for arithmetic fact retrieval (Piazza et al., 2006; Prado et al., 2011;

role of this region in symbolic and non-symbolic calculation tasks in

Prado, Mutreja, & Booth, 2014; Stanescu-Cosson et al., 2000). The

adults and children (Bugden et al., 2019; Kawashima et al., 2004;

activity revealed during estimation of grouped stimuli may implicate

Lee, 2000). In this region fMRI and electrocorticographic (ECoG) stud-

the automatic use of multiplication strategies or retrieval of arithmetic

ies have identified a population of neurons that selectively respond to

facts (i.e., basic addition) to solve the task.

judgments

in

mathematicians

(Amalric

visual presentation and identification of numerals relative to letters

Overall, the results from the univariate analysis showed that

and scrambled symbols; it has been termed the “visual number form

numerosity estimation of both ungrouped and grouped stimuli acti-

area” (NFA; Grotheer, Herrmann, & Kovács, 2016; Shum et al., 2013).

vated similar regions in the frontoparietal network, although with dif-

Interestingly, activity recorded from the NFA was functionally coupled

ferent lateralization. Numerosity estimation of grouped stimuli further

with that recorded from the intraparietal sulcus during arithmetic veri-

recruited additional areas of the calculation network—temporal, cingu-

fication tasks, suggesting that these two regions support arithmetical

late and insular cortices—and specifically the angular gyrus.

processing through multiple feedback loops (Daitch et al., 2016;

The fact that different stimuli activated overlapping regions, how-

Pinheiro-Chagas, Daitch, Parvizi, & Dehaene, 2018). Insular activation

ever, does not necessarily imply that the same neural mechanisms are

has been reported during approximate and exact calculation in adults

recruited, and may rather reflect the existence of intermingled neural

and children, potentially reflecting a domain general contribution

populations that are differentially recruited for the different tasks. We

related to error processing and switching between the executive-

therefore tested whether numerosity estimation of arrays with differ-

control and the default-mode network (Arsalidou et al., 2018; Grabner

ent spatial arrangements elicited similar patterns of neural activation.

et al., 2007; Ischebeck et al., 2009; Kong et al., 2005). Overall, the

The results of the multivariate pattern analysis showed that the differ-

major involvement of the network engaged in calculation during

ence between spatial arrangements was decoded most strongly in pri-

numerosity estimation of grouped items suggests deployment of men-

mary visual areas and all along the dorsal stream. This was probably

tal arithmetic strategies.

mostly due to the different locations of the items within the array, giv-

Interestingly, the network recruited for estimating numerosities
of grouped arrays is not completely different from that for estimating

ing rise to different retinotopical signals that are encoded by all visual
areas (from the early to the parietal ones).

random arrays. The conjunction analysis showed that the neural net-

We also found that numerosities could be read out from brain

work in the right hemisphere is largely shared between numerosity

activity during numerosity estimation of ungrouped arrays all along

estimation of grouped and ungrouped arrays. Beyond this commonly

the visual stream, in line with previous studies (Castaldi, Piazza,

shared system, we observed areas that were more strongly activated

Dehaene, Vignaud, & Eger, 2019; Cavdaroglu & Knops, 2019;

during numerosity estimation of grouped than ungrouped stimuli,

Eger, 2016; Eger, Pinel, Dehaene, & Kleinschmidt, 2015; Lasne, Piazza,

after subtracting out activity for their respective control tasks: areas

Dehaene, Kleinschmidt, & Eger, 2019). However, when training the

that were specifically activated during numerosity estimation of

classifiers with the pattern of activity elicited by estimation of

grouped stimuli. These areas were the bilateral angular gyrus, the left

grouped stimuli, numerosity could be decoded above chance only in

orbital sulcus and the left middle frontal gyrus. Although the angular

parietal regions. In this study, the total visual field area was matched

gyrus has been shown to be activated in various cognitive domains

between ungrouped and grouped stimuli, but within this area, the

(perceptual and motor reorienting, number processing, attention and

location of the individual items was more scattered in the ungrouped

spatial cognition, episodic memory retrieval and encoding, language

than in the grouped arrays (by definition). This may have elicited a

processing, theory of mind; Cabeza, Ciaramelli, & Moscovitch, 2012),

more distinct pattern of activity in the primary visual areas for the

fMRI and neuropsychological studies have shown that the left angular

ungrouped compared to the grouped stimuli, therefore explaining the

gyrus plays an important role also during calculation processing, in

higher decoding performance for ungrouped stimuli.

particular during multiplication and arithmetical fact retrieval from

Decoding in parietal, but not early visual, ROIs successfully general-

memory (Chochon et al., 1999; Delazer et al., 2003; Gerstmann, 1940;

ized across spatial arrangements, suggesting that numerosity informa-

Grabner et al., 2007, 2013; Grabner, Ansari, et al., 2009; Grabner,

tion is similarly encoded in the parietal cortex, independently of

Ischebeck, et al., 2009; Ischebeck, Zamarian, Egger, Schocke, &

whether stimuli were ungrouped or grouped. One possibility is that the

Delazer, 2007; Lee, 2000; Stanescu-Cosson et al., 2000; see also:

pattern of activity in these regions represents the final numerical esti-

Dehaene et al., 2003, for a review). However, some studies have

mate, regardless of the strategy by which this estimate was computed.

reported bilateral activation of the angular gyrus during exact calcula-

Future studies that characterize the temporal course of neural activity

tion tasks, suggesting that also the right angular gyrus has a role in

associated with numerosity estimation may verify this possibility.

arithmetic processing, although the left hemisphere showed a larger

Another possibility is that the classification is based on non-

effect (Göbel, Walsh, & Rushworth, 2001; Menon et al., 2000;

numerical visual features (such as the total number of pixels), which
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were not controlled across number in the current experiment. How-

helpful comments on an earlier draft of this article. This research was

ever, this possibility is unlikely. First, much evidence suggests that

supported by the European Union (EU) and Horizon 2020—Grant

numerosity, especially for the low numbers tested here, is perceived

Agreement No 832813—ERC Advanced “Spatio-temporal mecha-

independently of non-numerical visual features (Anobile, Cicchini, &

nisms of generative perception—GenPercept”; the European Union's

Burr, 2014; Castaldi, Mirassou, Dehaene, Piazza, & Eger, 2018;

Horizon 2020 research and innovation program under the Marie

Zimmermann, 2018; Zimmermann & Fink, 2016), and that the pattern

Skłodowska-Curie grant agreement No 885672—DYSC-EYE-7T—

of activation read out from parietal areas encodes numerosity directly

“The neural substrate of numerical cognition in dyscalculia revealed

(Castaldi et al., 2019; Harvey & Dumoulin, 2017). Second, decoding in

by eye tracking and ultra-high field 7T functional magnetic imaging”;

parietal areas successfully generalized across spatial arrangements

the Italian Ministry of Education, University, and Research under the

only when classifiers were trained and tested with trials recorded

PRIN2017 program (Grant number 2017XBJN4F—“EnvironMag” and

while participants judged numerosity: performance was at chance

Grant number 2017SBCPZY—“Temporal context in perception: serial

when they judged shape. Given that the stimuli presented in both

dependence and rhythmic oscillations”); M. W. G. was supported by

tasks were identical, any non-numerical difference across stimuli

the German Research Foundation (DFG, INST 89/393-1 and

should have allowed for classification also in the control task, while

GR988/25-1). P. A. M. M. was supported by the Erasmus+ Exchange

this is not what we observed.

Program of the EU during her stay in Regensburg, Germany.

Finally, we tested the behavioral relevance of the pattern of activity read out from early, intermediate and parietal areas. A previous
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